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Abstract. This study investigated variations in strain concentration factors (Kɛ) within the full deformation range of self-reinforced poly(ethylene terephthalate) composites (srPETs) with double-edge semicircular holes (DESH) using digital image
correlation (DIC) at different width-to-diameter (W/D) ratios. The value of Kɛ agrees with the theoretical concentration factor
(Kt) within the elastic deformation range; then, it increases rapidly to a peak because of plastic deformation. Therefore, the
change in Kɛ was divided into different stages based on the spread of the yield extent (beginning from the hole edge). These
results will help improve the understanding of the yielding phenomenon of open-hole materials and provide early warnings
before final material damage. Kɛ decreased in both the elastic and plastic regions with a decrease in W/D; however, there was
an exception when the W/D ratio = 1.5. Therefore, the geometric configuration W/D > 1.5 was recommended for designing
secure structural ductile composites. The Kɛ of DESH is lower than that of circular holes (CH) in both the elastic and plastic
regions for the hole effect. Thus, composites with DESH should be preferred as an alternative for structural applications.
Keywords: polymer composites, materials testing, mechanical properties, strain concentration, digital image correlation method

1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced polymer composites (FRPCs) are
well known for their excellent strength-to-weight
and stiffness-to-weight ratios. FRPCs are widely
used instead of conventional metal materials in various industrial and research applications because of
their superior properties. Advanced technologies are
being used in the manufacturing of FRPCs to fulfill
the current demand for FRPCs; however, this generates a significant amount of polymer waste, which
ends up as an environmental pollutant [1–4]. Thus,
it is necessary to focus on reusable and recyclable
materials to protect the environment.

Among various recyclable FRPCs [5–7], self-reinforced polymer composites (srPCs), which are also
referred to as single polymer or all-polymer composites, are known for being easily recycled and reprocessed through melting [8–11]. Poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) has been one of the foremost
engineering polymers in the past two decades because of its excellent performance properties and
easy recyclability [12]. Therefore, PET is the most
viable candidate polymer for manufacturing srPC
[12–14]. The self-reinforced poly(ethylene terephthalate) (srPETs) composites were produced by film
stacking from fabrics that comprise double-covered
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uncommingled yarns in the author’s laboratory [15].
Long-term creep behavior, open-hole tensile properties, fracture behavior, pinhole tensile, and fatigue
properties of srPET composites have recently been
studied [15–19]. These studies reported that srPET
composites exhibit superb ductility, notch insensitivity, superior creep resistance, higher resistance to
crack initiation, and better pin load behavior. Further,
these studies have suggested that srPET composites
can be used in a secure environment to avoid expeditious damage.
In industries where srPET composites can be applied
in automobiles and industrial parts, the parts can be
joined by mechanical joints; their designs often include holes to connect the structural parts. These holes
present either stress or strain concentration (SC), and
this consequently decreases the load-carrying capacity of composite materials. Therefore, it is necessary
to observe the effect of the SC on the performance
of the composites with holes.
The SC of a material depends on the hole type and
size. Most studies focused on circular holes because
they are used for industrial applications. Evaluation
using Roark’s formulas illustrates that Kt increases
with an increase in W/D when axial tension is applied to a sample with a circular hole within a linear
elastic state [20]. In our previous study [19], Neuber’s rule was applied to observe the stress concentration factor (Kσ) and strain concentration factor
(Kɛ). The results show that Kσ and Kɛ increase with
an increase in W/D, and they agree with the evaluation performed using Kt. Researchers have attempted
to mitigate SC using different techniques for increasing the life of composites. Most studies used functionally graded materials around a hole to reduce Kσ
[21–23]. Another approach to reducing Kσ was plastic deformation, and it is known that the plasticity of
ductile materials relieves SC. The stress distribution
around the hole in plastic form is employed to transfer and cause a reduction in the SC at a structure
comprising a highly ductile material [24].
Brittle materials do not have sufficient ductility; the
notch effect may be an SC that leads to brittle fracture [24]. Shi and Plus [25] analyzed a series of
notched components with high yield strengths. They
found that Kσ was significantly reduced because of
the formation of plastic yielding around the notch;
Kσ decreases with an increase in load, and it is equal
to Kt only if no plastic yielding occurs at the notch.
Several studies on ductile materials indicated that Kσ

mitigation can be attributed to plastic yielding [26–
28]. According to the studies on elasticity and SC,
Kσ obtained in the elastic state is equivalent to Kɛ,
however, the values of Kɛ and Kσ are different after
the elastic state because of the plastic deformation
[29]. Therefore, it is necessary to study Kσ and Kɛ
during plastic deformation; the plastic deformation
of the ductile materials plays a crucial role in determining their life. Therefore, for ductile srPETs,
yielding near the hole would allow larger plastic deformation, and this can reduce the SC and extend the
load-bearing behavior of the composite.
Another approach to reducing Kσ involves the use of
multiple holes [30, 31]; this approach reduces Kσ
values by 10 to 20% by introducing holes on both
sides [30, 32]. The stress and strength of composite
laminates with two interacting holes were analyzed
[33], and the maximum Kσ was observed in the sample with a hole orientation of 22.5°, whereas the minimum Kσ was observed with the hole orientation at
90°. This result indicates that Kσ can be minimized by
the interaction between two or multiple holes. Therefore, it is crucial to observe how the strain/stress interaction or coupling of composites with multiple
holes that contribute to the reduction in SC and leads
to an increase in the composite lifetime. However,
no studies have reported the SC of ductile composites with multiple pores. Furthermore, SC near the
hole could not be obtained using a mechanical testing system (MTS).
There are several experimental methods for measuring the strain/stress [20, 34]. The strain gauges are
the most widely used methods for strain measurements and stress analysis. However, strain gauges
are limited in obtaining the strain/stress at a single
point and in one direction; therefore, they are not
suitable for strain field studies [22, 35]. Another
limitation of the strain gauge is that its detection
range does not allow full-scale deflection, and thus,
it is unsuitable for large deforming materials [36].
The photoelastic method has been widely used to
determine the full stress/strain field of composites
[37–39]. Some disadvantages that limit its application are (1) the time-consuming manufacturing
process of model specimens for structures with
complicated shapes; (2) high residual stress contained in the photoelastic model material; and
(3) secure adhesion of the photoelastic coatings to
the structure to ensure proper strain transmission on
the surface [40, 41].
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Considering the drawbacks of the above-mentioned
methods, DIC is used for its powerful ability to analyze material deformation and damage behavior
[42]. And successfully observed the variations in the
Kɛ and Kσ of srPETs with circular holes [43]. In this
study, the variation in Kɛ with full-range deformation
of srPETs with a double-edged semicircular hole was
investigated using DIC. Finally, the effects of W/D
on Kɛ and the contribution of strain coupling to the
SC reduction of srPETs were investigated.

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Materials and specimen preparation

The materials used in this study were similar to those
used in our previous study [15]. PET (rPET) yarns
spun from recycled soft drink bottles were used as
reinforcements. The rPET yarns consisted of 111 tex
multifilament bundles exhibiting tenacity of 65.4 g/tex
and, an elongation of 25.3%. Every multifilament
bundle contained 192 filaments. Yarns of PET copolymer (mPET) served as matrices after hot pressing in
the corresponding self-reinforced PET composites.
The mPET yarns consisted of 35.6 tex multifilament
bundles with a tenacity of 42.8 g/tex and elongation
of 27.9%. The mPET bundles contained 96 filaments. The rPET and mPET yarns were combined in
double-covered un-commingled yarns (DUCY) using
a hollow spindle spinning machine. However, to obtain an even distribution of the reinforcing fibers, the
fiber and matrix volume fraction was set as 53/47.
This was achieved by selecting the appropriate spinning parameters. The DUCY was supplied as feed
material in the fabrication of 2/2 basket-woven fabric. The warp and weft yarn densities of the 2/2 basket-woven fabric were 13.4 and 11.8 bundles/cm, respectively. The industrial-scale hot press system
(FC-650TON, Long Chang, Taiwan) was used to
fabricate the srPET composites into a dimension of
1×1 m2 sheets. The srPET composites had a thickness of 2 mm and were prepared by using five stacking layers of basket fabric subjected to a pressure of
12 MPa at 235 °C for 1 min, followed by fast cooling.
A brittle plastic, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),
was selected for comparison with ductile srPETs.
PMMA, which is a commercially available product (ACA-2H), was purchased from Wumai Corp.,
Taiwan.
The srPET specimens with double-edge semicircular
(DESH) and circular hole (CH) and different W/D
ratios (3.5, 2.5, and 1.5) were prepared. The srPET

Figure 1. Geometric specification of srPETs with doubleedge semicircular holes (DESH) and with a circular hole (CH). (Where r is the radius of the hole, a
is distance on x-axis and W is the width of the
specimen.)

composites with lengths and thicknesses of 200 mm
and 2 mm, respectively, were used. Three different
widths and a constant hole size (12 mm) were used
to prepare samples with different W/D ratios. The
semicircular hole was created on both sides of the
edge, and a circular hole was created in the middle
of the specimens. An abrasive waterjet machine
(MAXIEM® 0707 Jet Machining® Center, Innovate
Technologies, USA) was used for sample preparation. The water jet processing parameters are as follows: working water pressure: 350 MPa, moving
speed: 200 mm/min, spacing: 1.5 mm, abrasive particle size: 80 mesh, abrasive flow: 333 g/min. Geometrical configurations of the prepared specimen are
shown in Figure 1, where r represents the radius of
the hole, and a represents the distance on the X-axis.

2.2. Experimental setup
Tensile tests were performed using a universal testing
machine (MTS 810, MTS Systems Corporation,
USA) with a load cell of 100 kN based on the ASTM
D3039 standard. The crosshead speed was set at
5 mm/min. During the experiments, the deformation
of the srPET composites with holes was evaluated
using a two-dimensional (2D) DIC method. The consecutive images were captured throughout the loading
period using a camera (GS3-U3-41S4C-C, Point Grey,
Canada). In order to capture proper visualization of
the images, white light-emitting diode (LED) lights
were used to obtain appropriate lighting conditions.
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The resolution of the camera is 3·10–2 mm/pixel, and
the photographing rate is 5 frames/sec. Black paint
was sprayed on the surface of the sample to obtain a
random speckle pattern. Vic-2D software (Correlated
Solutions, USA) was used for DIC analysis, which
involved comparing images of objects before and
after further deformation and presenting the acquired
information in pixels. These data can be converted
into the necessary metric units (strain) and formed
into color contour images. Subset sizes and steps of
101 and 7 pixels were used for srPET specimens,
while 55 and 7 pixels were used for brittle PMMA
specimens. The Lagrangian strain tensor used to obtain strain results, it is a finite strain measurement
that contain higher-order displacement terms, which
describe the gradient from the original configuration.
This measure is appropriate for low strains and is
often used for materials subject to large strains.
Therefore, it is suitable to obtain the strains of srPET
and PMMA materials in this study. The Lagrangian
strain equation is as Equation (1):
2

2

du
dv
d v R dy W + R dy W
f yy = d y +
2

ratios. Therefore, the net nominal stress-strain curve
of srPETs with DESH was investigated, as shown in
Figure 2a. They found that the net tensile strength
increased, and the strain decreased with a decrease
in the W/D ratio. Further, the failure strain at W/D
ratio = 3.5 was 46% of the strain of the unnotched
srPETs; when the W/D ratio = 1.5, the failure strain
becomes 16% compared to unnotched srPETs. This
is attributed to the expansion of the hole in the longitudinal direction (Figure 3) in this case (W/D
ratio = 1.5) being comparatively lower than that for
other W/D ratios. Therefore, it broke unexpectedly
and may be attributed to higher SC, which is discussed in the next sections. The net tensile strength
of srPETs with CH decreased with a decrease in the
W/D ratio. However, the DESH specimens exhibited
better tensile properties in terms of strength, strain,
and modulus than the CH specimens.

(1)

where u is the X-axis displacement between the reference image and the given image, and v is the Y-axis
displacement between the reference image and the
given image. εyy is the strain in the y direction and
the term in the form of d is the gradient.

3. Result and discussion
3.1. Tensile properties of srPETs with circular
hole (CH) and double-edge semicircular
hole (DESH)
The mechanical properties of srPETs with holes
were dependent on the types of holes and the W/D

Figure 3. Fracture behavior of srPETs with DESH at W/D
ratio = 3.5, 2.5, and 1.5.

Figure 2. Stress–strain curves of srPETs with DESH. (a) Net nominal. (b) Gross nominal.
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Strength retention is an important parameter in the
design of engineering materials [19], and net tensile
strength is a major criterion for strength retention.
Thus, the strength retention of srPETs with CH and
DESH has been analyzed. Several studies [44–47]
have focused on carbon and glass fiber-reinforced
composites that exhibit moderate strength retention
(approximately 40–52%). However, in this study, the
strength retention was found to be 73 and 87% for
CH, and 87 and 95% for DESH at W/D ratio = 3.5
and 2.5, respectively. This indicates that srPETs have
better strength retention than those of brittle composites because of their super ductile behavior. Studies
on ductile composites made of kenaf or flax/polypropylene also reported similar results for strength retention behavior as srPETs, and they ranged between
84–89% at W/D ratios of 4–6 [48, 49]. However, in a
study on srPP composites, the strength retention was
approximately 100% at W/D ratio = 3 [50]. Further,
the strength retention of srPETs with DESH was
found to be equal to 100% at W/D ratio = 1.5. Such
large strength retention of the composites can be attributed to the lower net nominal area of the specimens at lower W/D ratios (W/D ≤ 2). Therefore, it is
necessary to observe the gross nominal behavior of
the composites to determine the criterion for structural reliability. In the study of brittle carbon/ epoxy and
E-glass/epoxy composites, the gross strength retention decreased from 60 to 44% and 55 to 36% as the
W/D ratio decreased from 4 to 1.8 and from 3.5 to 2,
respectively [47, 51]. Further, notched plates with
lower W/D ratios (W/D ratio ≤ 2) are more vulnerable
to damage. For ductile kenaf/polypropylene composites, the gross strength decreased from 49 to 36% as
the W/D decreased from 3 to 2 [48]. These results indicate that the gross strength decreased abruptly as
the W/D ratio reached W/D ≤ 2. The ligament is too
small to carry the load at lower W/D ratios (W/D ≤ 2),
and therefore, cracks initiate earlier and propagate directly to cause the final failure. In this study, the gross
strength of srPETs with DESH is analyzed, as shown
in Figure 2b. The gross strength retention of srPETs
decreased from 60 to 35% as W/D decreased from 3.5
to 1.5. The gross nominal stress-strain curve at W/D
ratio = 1.5 does not follow that of the unnotched srPETs and deviates at 0.73% of the strain (Figure 2b).
Therefore, the W/D of srPET composites at lower ratios (1.5) is not recommended for structural reliability
because it is not suitable for load control and displacement control applications.

3.2. Strain concentration factor of PMMA
with CH and DESH
The Kε values of PMMA with CH and DESH were
obtained by DIC and compared with Kt (Table 1) to
perceive the benefit of srPET’s super ductility on Kε
and reconfirm the accuracy of the DIC method. The
equation for CH is reported in our previous study
[19]. Kt was calculated theoretically for DESH using
Equation (2) [52]:
2

r
2r
Kt = 3.065 - 3.472 S 2
W X + 1.009 S W X -

(2)

3

r
- 0.405 S 2
WX

The results show that Kɛ obtained by DIC is equal to
Kt at W/D ratio = 3.5 and 2.5 (as indicated in Table 1).
This is consistent with our previous findings that Kɛ
should be constant and equal to Kσ and Kt if the material deforms elastically [43]. Further, this finding
proves that DIC is an accurate method for studying
the Kɛ of srPETs with DESH and CH. However, there
is little variation at W/D ratio = 1.5 in the DESH and
CH specimens; this can be because of the effect of the
smaller ligament width. In addition, Kɛ decreased as
the W/D ratio decreased from 3.5 to 1.5 in both samples (as listed in Table 1). The Kɛ value of PMMA
with DESH was smaller than that of PMMA with CH.

3.3. Strain concentration factor of srPETs
with CH and DESH
The Kɛ values of srPET with CH and DESH for different W/D ratios are shown in Figure 4. Kɛ was divided into five and six stages based on the propagation of the yield extent (beginning from the hole
edge) of srPETs with CH and DESH, respectively.
The yield point is defined as the point on the engineering stress-strain curve that denotes the beginning
of plastic deformation. However, for highly ductile
materials, there is a gradual onset of nonlinear

Table 1. Strain concentration factor (Kɛ) and theoretical
stress concentration factor (Kt) of PMMA with circular hole (CH) and double-edge semicircular hole
(DESH) at different W/D ratios.
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CH
DESH

3.5

Kt

[–]

2.37

Kt

[–]

2.16

Kɛ
Kɛ

W/D
[–]
2.5

2.23

1.5

2.08

[DIC] 2.38±0.02

2.24±0.03

2.15±0.04

[DIC] 2.18±0.03

1.89±0.04

1.79±0.05

1.86

1.29
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Figure 4. Kɛ of srPETs with a circular hole (CH) and double-edge semicircular hole (DESH) using the DIC method. (a) at
W/D ratio = 3.5, (b) at W/D ratio = 1.5.

behavior (as indicated in Figure 2). Therefore, the
offset yield point at 0.2% deformation of the specimens was considered the yield stress and yield strain
(ɛy) of the specimens. Further, the ɛy of the specimens
was used as the maximum value of the scale in the
DIC to obtain colorized strain contours at different
deformation stages of the specimens (Figures 5 and
6), which clearly recognized the propagation of the
yielding extent (beginning from the hole edge).
Figure 4a shows the variation in the Kɛ for srPETs at
W/D ratio = 3.5. In stages A–B, the value of Kɛ of srPETs with CH is constant and equal to Kt at 2.37,
which agrees with the results obtained from PMMA;
this is attributed to the elastic deformation of srPETs.
However, at B, the local strain at the hole edge (ɛhole)
is equal to the yield strain (ɛy) (ɛhole = ɛy = 1.33%, as
indicated in Table 2), which implies that local yielding is triggered. In addition, this can be confirmed
by the colorized strain contour (marked at the hole
edge in Figure 5a). At point B, the edge of the hole
becomes red, which accounts for local yielding at
the hole edge.
Further deformation after point B causes the yield to
propagate from the hole edge. That is, more portions
of the specimen yielded with plastic deformation
with an increase in the load. Further, Kɛ increased rapidly (Figure 4a) from B to C. At point C, Kɛ was 4.09,
and this agrees with Kɛ calculated using Neuber’s
rule [52]. At point C, the average strain (ɛavg) of the
specimen is equal to ɛy (ɛavg = ɛy =1.33%, as listed
in Table 2); this indicates that the yield of the specimen attributed to the local SC caused by the hole
can be determined by the average strain of the specimen. The colorized contour at point C (Figure 5a)
suggests that the propagation of the yield extent

reaches the edge of the specimen, which indicates
that the whole ligament yielded.
During stages C–D, Kɛ continues to increase until it
peaks at point D (Kɛ = 5.50), as shown in Figure 4a.
Even if Kɛ reaches its maximum value, it does not
cause the specimen to fail because Kσ has a lower
value, and ɛhole is approximately half the failure
strain of srPET (Table 2). At point D, the strain at
the end of the specimen (ɛend) is equal to ɛy (ɛend =
ɛy = 1.33%), which implies that the entire specimen
yielded (i.e., the total yield point) (Figure 5). In addition, the entire specimen turned red on the colored
strain contour (Figure 5a), which implies the propagation of the yield extent reached the end of the
specimen. After point D, the difference between ɛavg
and ɛhole decreases because the region away from the
hole leads to an increase in ɛavg through plastic deformation. This results in a gradual decrease in Kɛ
from point D to point E, as indicated in Figure 4a.
At point E, ɛhole approaches the failure strain of
srPET (~24%), where microcracks begin to form at
the edge of the hole. The specimen continues to deform plastically and cause microcracks to propagate
rapidly from the edge of the hole with an increase in
the load; this results in a rapid increase in Kɛ until
the specimen fails. Therefore, point E can be used as
an early warning indicator before the catastrophic
failure of the sample.
The Kɛ response of srPET with DESH is like that of
CH (as shown in Figure 4a); however, its Kɛ is lower
throughout the deformation process because of the
strain-coupling effect of srPET with DESH. For
srPET with DESH, an extra point M was found. The
strain at the ‘middle’ of the two semicircular holes
of the specimen (ɛmiddle in Figure 5b) is equal to ɛy
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(ɛmiddle = ɛy =1.42%, see Table 2), which implies that
the yield growth extends to the ‘middle’. The colorized contour at point M suggested that the ‘middle’

turns to red, i.e., the propagation of the yield extent
coupled in this region. This results in a relatively
lower Kɛ than CH for srPET with DESH at points C

Figure 5. Colorized contour of srPETs at W/D ratio = 3.5. (a) Points B, C, and D for CH specimens, (b) points B, M, C, and
D for DESH specimens.
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Figure 6. Colorized contour of srPETs at W/D ratio = 1.5. (a) Points B, C, and D for CH specimens. (b) Points B, M, C, and
D for DESH specimens.
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Table 2. Value of ɛhole, ɛavg, and ɛend at points B, C, and D in the CH srPETs, and the ɛhole, ɛmiddle, ɛavg, and ɛend at points B,
M, C, and D in the DESH srPETs.
DESH
ɛhole

[%]

ɛavg

[%]

ɛmiddle

ɛend

1.33±0.02

3.20±0.03

0.65±0.01

0.52±0.02

1.11±0.02

0.51±0.04

[%]

ɛend

1.42±0.02

[%]

ɛavg

ɛmiddle

DESH

0.75±0.03

[%]

M

CH

[%]

ɛhole

B

0.98±0.03

0.93±0.02

0.85±0.03

1.09±0.04

0.47±0.03

0.42±0.03

0.53±0.04

0.84±0.03

[%]

0.25±0.02

0.27±0.01

W/D = 3.5

1.40±0.03

0.46±0.01

[%]

DESH

DESH

D

CH

5.7±0.04

10.34±0.07

12.44±0.05

1.41±0.03

1.32±0.02

2.27±0.03

2.23±0.02

1.21±0.05

W/D = 1.5

1.10±0.04

4.27±0.04
1.41±0.03

1.34±0.02

2.61±0.05

3.10±0.06

16.40±0.12

23.22±0.09

0.94±0.02

0.86±0.03

2.12±0.04

2.49±0.06

0.93±0.03

2.59±0.06

0.31±0.03

0.75±0.03

3.4. Stress concentration factor of srPETs
with CH and DESH
The Kσ values of srPET with CH and DESH are obtained by DIC using Neuber’s rule [53] is shown in

CH

5.01±0.06

2.01±0.05

and D. Further, as shown in Figure 4a, the strain
value of point E is higher than that of CH. W/D
ratio = 2.5 follows a similar trend to W/D ratio =
3.5; however, with lower Kɛ values throughout the
deformation. Similarly, srPET with DESH shows
a relatively lower Kɛ than CH because of strain
coupling.
Figure 4b shows the change in Kɛ at W/D ratio = 1.5.
At point B, the strain at the edge of the hole is equal
to ɛy (Table 2), which implies that local yielding has
occurred. After point B, the yield extends from the
edge of the hole, where plastic deformation occurs.
In addition, the Kɛ increment at point M (Figure 4b
of srPET with DESH) is relatively lower than that at
other W/D ratios because point M approaches
point B with a decrease in the W/D ratio; then, the
Kɛ of srPETs increases rapidly.
The plastic deformation after point C caused the propagation of the yield extent. However, the spread of the
yield extent was relatively slow because of the smaller
ligaments, and this resulted in a very high Kɛ at point
D (Kɛ = 9.52 and 7.85 for srPETs with CH and with
DESH, respectively). However, CH had a higher Kɛ
and ɛhole (23.29%, as listed in Table 2) than DESH.
Thus, the ligament of the CH specimen was unable to
support any further load, and therefore, the Kɛ curve
did not decrease significantly (as indicated in
Figure 4b). Thus, this unusually high Kɛ at point D at
W/D ratio = 1.5 can invalidate the results for Kσ estimation. srPET with W/D ratio ≤ 1.5 is not recommended as a parameter for structural part design.

C

0.64±0.04

13.50±0.11

0.94±0.02

0.86±0.03

Figure 7. Stress concentration factor (Kσ) of the srPETs with
CH and DESH measured using the DIC method at
W/D ratio = 3.5.

Figure 7. The Kσ curve is the inverse of Kɛ, and it
follows all stages of the Kɛ curve. The srPETs with
DESH were lower than those with CH, which resulted in higher tensile strength and strain. Figure 7
shows that Kσ is equal to Kt before point B. After
point B, the Kσ curves for the DESH and CH specimens began to decrease; after point M, DESH decreases more than CH because of strain coupling.
Further, after point D, Kσ starts to increase to the
crack initiation point (point E); this is triggered by
the large deformations and results in a significant
change in the hole shape. The shape changed from a
circle to an ellipse because the hole deformed in the
direction of the force (Figure 3). At point E, the Kσ
value is lower than that of PMMA; however, the
strain at the edge of the hole is close to the failure
strain of the srPET (24%). This leads to failure after
crack initiation at point E. The results at W/D ratio =
2.5 followed a similar trend as those for W/D ratio =
3.5; however, with lower values of Kσ.
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3.5. Dissipation of strain concentration factors
versus a/r for srPETs with CH and DESH
The Kɛ dissipation for the a/r of PMMA with CH and
DESH at different strains (30, 60, and 90%) was
obtained. The dissipation of Kɛ was independent of
strain because of the linear elastic response of PMMA.
Figure 8 shows the dissipation of Kɛ relative to a/r
at points B, C, and D under different W/D ratios for

srPET (CH and DESH). Unlike the PMMA materials, the dissipation of Kɛ was different at different
stages (B, C, and D); however, the Kɛ dissipation at
point B of srPETs was the same as that of the PMMA
at the same W/D ratio.
Figure 8a shows that, for srPET with CH and W/D
ratio = 3.5, the dissipation of Kε is steep with an increasing distance from the hole edge (a/r = 1) and it

Figure 8. Dissipation of Kε of srPETs with distance on x-axis/radius of hole (a/r) =1 to 3.5, 2.5 and 1.5 for W/D ratios = 3.5,
2.5 and 1.5 respectively, at points B, C, and D. (a), (c), and (e) for CH specimens. (b), (d), and (f) for DESH specimens.
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is completely dissipated at a/r = 2.4. In addition,
Figure 8b shows that the dissipation of Kε is more
gradual than that of CH, and it completely dissipates
at a/r = 2.2 for srPETs with DESH. The results indicate that strain coupling in the DESH results in a
smaller affected area of the SC at the hole edge. Kε is
completely dissipated at the sample edge (a/r = 3.5)
when srPET with CH undergoes plastic deformation
(points C and D); however, for DESH, Kε is not completely dissipated because of the strain coupling effects. For W/D ratio = 2.5 (Figure 8c), the Kε dissipation follow a similar trend as that for W/D ratio = 3.5.
The Kε dissipation in srPET with CH at point B is relatively less than that at W/D ratio = 3.5, and it completely dissipates at a/r = 2.3, whereas the dissipation
in DESH is more moderate (Figure 8d). At point D in
srPET with CH, Kε did not completely dissipate at the
sample edge, unlike that at W/D ratio = 3.5.
Figures 8e and 8f show the dissipation of Kɛ at points
B, C, and D of srPETs at W/D ratio =1.5. At point B,
a straight Kɛ curve was obtained and was independent of a/r; that is, the ligament was not sufficiently
wide to dissipate the concentrated strain energy. Further, at point C, a straight Kɛ curve was obtained for
srPET with DESH, whereas a slight dissipation was
observed for CH; this can be attributed to the strain
coupling effect. At point D, although slight dissipation was observed in srPET, its Kε remained at a very
high value throughout the ligament, i.e., its strain
value was close to the material failure strain of 23%.
Thus, this unexpected increase in Kɛ suggests that
srPET with W/D ratio ≤ 1.5 is not recommended as
a parameter for structural part design.

better than that for brittle composites because of
the super ductile behavior of srPETs.
• Kɛ decreased in the elastic and plastic deformation
regions with a decrease in the W/D ratio. The Kɛ
value of srPET with DESH was lower than that of
the srPET with the CH because of strain coupling.
Thus, the DESH samples exhibited better tensile
properties than the CH samples.
• The dissipation of Kɛ was independent of the strain
because of the linear elastic response of the PMMA
material. The dissipation of the Kɛ of the srPETs
differed at different stages (B, C, and D). Kε was
completely dissipated at the sample edge (a/r =
3.5) when srPET with CH underwent plastic deformation (points C and D); for DESH, Kε was not
completely dissipated because of the strain coupling effects.
• The decrease in Kσ after local yielding near the
edge of the hole prolongs the load-carrying capacity of ductile materials such as srPET composites.
For the safe structural design of ductile composites
such as srPET composites, W/D > 1.5 is recommended. The research results help to understand
the progress of yield deformation caused by strain/
stress concentration near the hole edge and its final
failure in ductile materials such as srPET composites, and provide an important reference for the
geometric design of hole drilling structural parts
in practical applications.

• In this study, the variation in Kɛ within the full deformation range of srPETs DESH using DIC at
different W/D ratios was investigated for the first
time, to the best of the author’s knowledge. The
Kɛ curve was divided into six stages based on the
spread of the yield extent. Kɛ started from the theoretical concentration factor (Kt) within the elastic
deformation, and then rapidly increased to a peak
value at which point the entire sample reached
yield; then, it fell to a minimum value, which was
an early warning point for material failure.
• At W/D ratio = 2.5, the strength retention of srPET
was 87% for CH and 95% for DESH; this was
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